
                                           Please pass this information onto your  
                    Numeracy Coordinator, PT Mathematics, or CPD Coordinator   

!
Curriculum for Excellence / Numeracy 

   

 Saturday 14th March  9.30am–12.15pm     
Edinburgh Training and Conference Venue 

16 St Mary’s St, Edinburgh, EH1 1SU  
!

with 

                   Tom Renwick (Maths on Track) !
mentally fluent = good at numeracy = better at maths 

(similar to how a fluent reader is potentially better at literacy). !!
At this talk, which is suitable for both primary and secondary colleagues,  

Tom will share great ideas for enhancing numeracy performance  !!
Attendees will also receive;  !
• dry marker board versions of the ‘numeracy map’ and ‘alphabet map’ (both these maps are now 

represented on the dyslexia toolkit at the request of Dyslexia Scotland)  !
• an ‘on track’ DVD of your choice to use in your school, for either P2 (starting CfE level 1), P3 

(towards CfE level 1), P4 (at CfE level 1), P5 (starting CfE level 2), P6 (towards CfE level 2), P7 (at 
CfE level 2), S1/S2 (at CfE level 3) or S2/S3 (at CfE level 4), with each DVD containing practice 
sheets and videos for that stage (all developed by the TENs maths writer for the 5-14 levels) !
If you’re into numeracy this is simply too good to miss! !!

Typical feedbacks; 
“I hadn’t fully appreciated the importance of fluency in mental agility, a brilliant support” 
“Lots of inspiring ideas for the classroom from a great speaker who leaves you very motivated.” 
“Thank you for a most inspirational session, a very productive way to spend a Saturday morning” 
“This talk will give me the confidence to stop rushing through schemes” 
“Many relevant and sensible key messages that I will share with my colleagues at school” 
“The numeracy map will be really useful for explaining multiplication and division, it’s so simple!” 
“Thank you for such an engaging and inspirational training morning. It’s been one of the most 
beneficial, practical and realistic sessions I’ve ever attended”. !

Cost - £145 per attendee 

Book places by emailing tom@mathsontrack.com or phoning 0131 622 0728

mailto:tom@mathsontrack.com

